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A QUADRATIC EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
W. M. GREENLEE1

Abstract.
Let P, Q be compact selfadjoint operators in a
Hilbert space. It is proven that the characteristic and associated
vectors of the quadratic eigenvalue problem, x=\Px + (\¡X)Qx,
form a Riesz basis for the cartesian product of the closure of the
range of P and the closure of the range of Q.

1. Investigations in the theory of hydrodynamic stability (cf. [3,
Chapter X] ; [8]) lead to the search for expansion theorems associated with
the following characteristic value problem. Let £, Q be compact selfadjoint
operators in a Hilbert space H and for x £ H let

A(X)x = XPx + (l¡X)Qx.
a, the spectrum of A(X), is defined as the set of all complex numbers X for
which I—A(X) does not have a bounded inverse defined on all of H. p,
the resolvent of A(X), is the complement of a in the complex plane. A
number X^O is a characteristic value of A(X) if the equation

(1)

x = A(X0)x = X0Px + (l/X0)Qx

has nonzero solutions. Any such x is called a characteristic vector of A(X)
corresponding to X=X0.
Since any nonzero number on the imaginary axis is in p, it follows that
a is at most countable (cf. [5, p. 21]). All nonzero points in o are isolated
characteristic values whose only possible limit points are 0 and oo. Thus,
via the transformation X~*aX, a>0, it may be assumed without loss of
generality that ±1 e />. Following [4] the characteristic values are poles
of the function (I-A(X))"1, which is analytic on p.
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Now let X0be a characteristic value of A (X) and let m +1 be the order of
the pole of (I—A(X))~1 at X0. The vectors x,, x2, • • • , x¿ are called
associated vectors of the characteristic vector x0, corresponding to X0, if

....
t I dA
1 dkA,, .
<4(¿o)x*+ — — (A))**_i + ••• + — T^" (^o)xo = **"

1 ! dX

Ac
! d/l

ic = 1, •■•,/< — m.
Again, following [4] all characteristic values are of finite multiplicity
and therefore any root subspace (i.e. the span of all characteristic and
associated vectors corresponding to a characteristic value) corresponding
to any characteristic value is finite dimensional. Then as in [2], all nonreal characteristic values of A(X), and all real characteristic values corresponding to characteristic vectors having associated vectors, are in the
ring

(1/2«P|Dájflá

2 |Ô||.

2. We wish now to state and sketch the proof of an expansion theorem
for the characteristic value problem (1). The proof is obtained by modifying
the linearization procedure of G. I. Laptev which is carried out in [2].
The modification symmetrizes the linearized problem. This obviates the
necessity of the assumption that P, Q be of finite order in [2], and also
gains an expansion theorem via an orthonormality property of all but a
finite number of the characteristic vectors of the linearized problem. A
more detailed exposition and further results will appear elsewhere.
Theorem.
The system of characteristic
and associated vectors xn¡k
corresponding to characteristic values Xn ofA(X) is "doubly complete'" in H
in the following sense: for any pair of vectors x, y in H there are expansions
/, Cn.kXn.k
n.k

~* X

in the seminorm ||P1x||, where Px is the orthogonal projection on the closure

of the range ofP, and
2_,Cn,k 2^

.j+x

n.k

"■n

j=0

xnk_j —*y

in the seminorm ||ßix||, where Qx is the orthogonal projection on the closure
of the range of Q. These expansions are unconditional.

3. To linearize problem (1), observe that (1) is equivalent to each of the
equations,

x=

(x--^Px+^(Q

+ P)x;

ix = (F + ß)x-^A-^ßx.
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Via the change of variables /¿=A— (llX),y=(l¡X)x,
considered as the single equation in HxH,

(2)

these equations can be

Y^StY+^Y,

where

*=(

°

P + Q),

\P + Q

Jr=(P

0 /

°),

\0 -QJ

and

Y=(X)eHxH.

\yl

Let,/ denote the identity operator in HxH. Both 3Î and 3t are compact
selfadjoint operators in HxH and, by the previous remark that without
loss of generality ±1 e p, J—3& may be assumed invertible. So (2) is
equivalent to the characteristic value problem

u(J - ^)-W

Y = Y.

Now the characteristic and associated vectors of A (X), corresponding
to a characteristic value X0, transform into characteristic and associated
vectors of (J—3i)~xM', corresponding to the characteristic value /¿n=

A0—(1¡X0),which are of special form
xk

*(-!)*
j=0

A0

I,

k = 0, 1, ■••,!,

I

where x0 is a characteristic vector and xx, ■■■, x¿ associated vectors of x0.
To obtain a converse, let ^(p)=3f+/nJf
and for X^±i introduce the
operator

12 + 1U

Then:

3)2(X)= 3)(X),

1/

J - 3¿)(X)= 3¿(-l\X),

and

2¿(X)$-(X- (l¡X)) =ST(X - (l\X))3¿(X).
It follows that HxH can be decomposed into a direct sum of two subspaces invariant with respect to 2T(X—(l\X)) by use of the two complementary projections3¿(X) and 3>(—l\X). It now follows as in [2] that every
root subspace of the operator (J—3i)~x^'
has a basis consisting of vectors

of special form.
Let ^o be the orthogonal projection in HxH

and let 31>=J-0>Ü. Letting F0=^0Fand

onto the null space of Jf,

YX=3»Y, (2) becomes

Y0+ Yx = 3iYQ + 3iYx + fi¿eYx.
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Applying 0a and 0 to this equation yields
Y0 = 0<ß Yx,

Yx = y Yx + pjf Yx,

where !F is a compact selfadjoint operator acting in 0(HxH).
Then via
the transformation X—>aXwith a>0, it may be assumed without loss of
generality that 0—0^ is invertible on 0(HxH).
Now completeness (in 0(HxH))
of the characteristic and associated
vectors of (0—0r)-x0? is equivalent to completeness of the characteristic
and associated vectors of the similar operator si=0?(0—J*")-1.
So let

(cf. [5, pp. 263-265])

/ = (J - 0>)-\

{X,Z} = (fX, Z).

With respect to the Hermitian symmetric bilinear form {X, Z), si is selfadjoint. If the eigenvalues of ß are greater than zero, completeness of the
characteristic vectors of si and a ^-orthonormal
basis result. Otherwise,
suppose fl has eigenvalues less than zero of total multiplicity k. Then
completeness follows from a theorem of [6]. Actually (cf. [7]) there exists
a direct sum decomposition

0(H x H) = Se + JT
where „S? and jV are closed subspaces each invariant with respect to si.
Furthermore the dimension of =5?is not more than 2k, the quadratic form
{X, X} is positive definite on Jf and si has in JT a ¿/-orthonormal
system of characteristic vectors corresponding to real characteristic values.
The structure of the root subspaces of si in =Sfis analyzed in [9].

4. If F and ß are both nonnegative (or nonpositive), except possibly
on a finite dimensional subspace, then A(X) has a sequence of characteristic
values converging to oo (resp. 0) if and only if F (resp. Q) has a sequence of
characteristic values (resp. nonzero eigenvalues) tending to co (resp. 0).
Then if A(X) has a sequence of characteristic values converging to oo or 0,
these characteristic values are asymptotic to characteristic values or to
negative reciprocals of characteristic values of (2).
5. As an example consider an equation derived in [3, Chapter 10], in

the study of the Rayleigh-Taylor problem :
D{[P - (/¿/n)(D2 - k2)]Dw - (l/n)(Diu)(D2
= k2{-(g/n2)(DP)w

+[p-

+ k2)w}

(p/ri)(D2 - k2)]w - (2/n)(Dp)Dw);

w(0) = Dw(0) = w(d) = Dw(d) = 0;
where g and k2 are positive constants, p and ¡x are given positive functions
of z, and D—d/dz. The characteristic value parameter is n and, if
(inf D2p) > -2(inf/¿){[min(d2,d4/12)]-1/2
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then the fourth order differential operator occurring as the coefficient of
l\n is of definite sign and this problem can be converted to the form (1).
Presumably stability results for the Rayleigh-Taylor problem should be

obtainable if Dp^O. Stability if Dp<0 and instability if Dp>0 on a set
of positive measure is claimed in [1], but no proofs are given. A full expansion for the associated initial value problem has been carried out in
[10] when £>/>>0, an unstable case.
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